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“The extreme brilliancy of these great star clouds in Sagittarius is 
never better shown than on a heavily clouded moonless night 
when holes or small breaks occur in [terrestrial] clouds.”



“When comparing astronomical photographs... I have frequently had much 
trouble, through the want of an approximate position, in identifying stars and 

other objects on the photographs. ...The photographs... are intended as 
pictures of the sky and it would have been impossible to mark coordinates on 

them without spoiling their pictorial value.”

WWT in 1920s: the Atlas (1927)
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Spiral nebulae moving away at rates

higher than the MW’s escape velocity

Heber Curtis, 1920
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“The appearance of dark lanes resemble
the dust cloud in the milky way... 

and it has a significant Doppler shift.”



The Photon Theory of Light, 1905
Albert Einstein

Many Experiments..., 1919
Robert Millikan



“The relative nearness to us of the nebula is
shown by the fact that it condenses

about the brightest stars of this region.”



Lick Observatory, 1888-1895
Yerkes Observatory, U. Chicago, 1897-1922



then it is 1930...



“The view that these formations [dark nebulae] are caused by local 
obscuration of light is rather generally accepted.”

then it is 1930...
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eAside from possible refraction and dispersion effects, light may be 

absorbed by free atoms or molecules; it may be scattered by free 
electrons, atoms, or molecules, or by solid particles of extremely 
small size; and finally light may be obstructed by larger bodies, such 
as meteorites. The space absorption of light is thus intimately 
related to the question of the presence, distribution, and 
constitution of dark matter in the universe.

Robert J. Trumpler, 1930



The Atlas in 2010s: World Wide Telescope



Sharp Edge? Diffused?


